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Public dialog… too often uses the term AI as an intellectual wildcard, one that 
makes it difficult to reason about the scope and consequences of emerging 
technology… 
This is not the classical case of the public not understanding the scientists—here 
the scientists are often as befuddled as the public.

— Michael Jordan, UC Berkeley

AI is … 

AI is an ideology, not a technology.
— Jaron Lanier and Glen Weyl

AI is the new electricity.
— Andrew Ng



The promise of Artificial Intelligence

“About 47% of total US employment is at risk
[of computerization].”

-- Frey/Osborne (Oxford)



The prevalence of “Artificial Stupidity”



Smart technologies are unlikely to engender smart outcomes
unless they are designed to promote smart adoption

on the part of human end users.



Effective and Ethical AI needs human-centered design



The problem with the designs of most engineers is that they 
are too logical.

We have to accept human behavior the way it is, not the way 
we would wish it to be.

— Don Norman, The Design of Everyday Things

The AI revolution needs a design revolution



Human-centricity:  understanding the user

By analogy:
AI technologies will yield better outcomes when they are 

designed for the brains of Humans (not “Econs”)



AI and “thinking slow”





Automatic pilot is an algorithm… We have learned that automatic pilot is 
more reliable than an individual human pilot.
The same is going to happen here.

— Richard Berk, U. Penn

Two perspectives on recidivism algorithms

Does a computer know I might have to go to a doctor’s appointment on Friday 
at 2 o’clock [so cannot visit the probation office]? 
How is it going to understand me as it is dictating everything that I have to do? 
I can’t explain my situation to a computer… 
But I can sit here and interact with you, and you can see my expressions and 
what I am going through.

— Darnell Gates, Philadelphia



Why experts need algorithms

Bias

“The places where people are most worried 
about bias are actually where algorithms have 
the greatest potential to reduce bias.” 

– Sendhil Mullainathan

Noise

“We have too much emphasis on bias and not 
enough emphasis on random noise.” 

– Daniel Kahneman



Why algorithms can’t (today) replace experts

Judgment requires not only registering the world but 
doing so in ways appropriate to circumstances.
That is an incredibly high bar.

It requires that a system be oriented toward the world 
itself, not merely the representations it takes as inputs.

It must be able to distinguish appearance from reality —
and defer to reality as the authority.

— Brian Cantwell Smith



Human strengths:
• Strategy
• Causal understanding
• Commonsense reasoning
• Contextual awareness
• Empathy
• Ethical reasoning
• Hypothesis formation
• “Judgment”

Computer strengths:
• Tactics 
• Pattern recognition
• Consistency  (avoid “noise”)
• Rationality    (avoid “bias”)
• Brute force
• Narrowly defined, repetitive tasks
• Idiot savant capabilities
• “Reckoning”

Fundamental design implication:
Begin with the assumption of human-machine partnership.

(Machine autonomy should not be the default mode of AI ideation.)

The AI paradox (“The hard problems are easy, and the easy problems are hard.”)



Their skill at manipulating and “coaching” their computers to look very deeply into positions 
effectively counteracted the superior chess understanding of their grandmaster opponents and the 
greater computational power of other participants.

Weak human + machine + better process was superior to a strong computer alone and, more 
remarkably, superior to a strong human + machine + inferior process.

— Garry Kasparov, NYRB 2010

Human-machine hybrid intelligence:  A parable  



Their skill at manipulating and “coaching” their computers to look very deeply into positions 
effectively counteracted the superior chess understanding of their grandmaster opponents and the 
greater computational power of other participants.

Weak human + machine + better process was superior to a strong computer alone and, more 
remarkably, superior to a strong human + machine + inferior process.

— Garry Kasparov

Designing for human-computer collective intelligence

Hybrid Intelligence is about more than optimizing algorithms.

It is about “optimizing” processes of human-machine collaboration.

Statistics and computer science provides an incomplete scientific framework.

Also needed:  Ideas from ethics, psychology, human-centered design, behavioral economics …



Core principles of hybrid intelligence design

• Design for real-world goals, not machine outputs

• Algorithms aren’t enough; they must be embedded in human decision environments

Implication:  
Concepts such as human autonomy, confirmation bias, choice architecture … 

should be no less part of hybrid intelligence design than
cross-validation, label bias, data drift …

• Decision environments must reflect the needs, behaviors, and cognitive capabilities of the human partner



Dark patterns,
“Captology”

What we often have: What we typically need:

A needed paradigm shift
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Dark patterns,
“Captology”

Grounded in the behavioral sciences
• Behavioral economics
• Organizational design
• Cognitive psychology 
• Affective science 
• …

Grounded in computation AND statistics
• Does more than extract patterns 

from data
• Also considers how well the data 

reflects the real world

Hybrid intelligence is …

A design-led field
• Domain-informed
• Multi-stakeholder
• Value-sensitive
• Context-sensitive



Naïve view “Nudge” view

Ethics and the need for “greater AI”
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